
COOKING WORKSHOP.
WITH CHEF LISA MEAD.



QUESTIONS:

Please answer the following questions as a group, I can then tailor make a cooking workshop created especially for 
your group. ( A minimum of 15 people, a maximum of 20 )

Once I have all the answers to my questions, I will send you a package with images and pricing and a menu for your 
virtual cooking workshop.  ( 3 course dinner)

If you are happy to go ahead with the package, we can then arrange a time that works for everyone via Zoom.

QUESTIONS:

Are there any food allergies - if so what are the allergies, please give names and allergy of that person. 

Is anyone vegetarian? ( Names please)

Is anyone pescatarian? ( Names please)

Is anyone vegan? ( Names please)

Is anyone on a specific diet? ( Names - with Diet please)

Are there any major dislikes in any food groups ( meat, seafood, fruit and vegetable, spice, seasoning, dairy.)



QUESTIONS CONT…..
WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING CUISINE WOULD BE POPULAR CHOICES FOR YOUR GROUP.

Italian

French

Middle Eastern

Californian 

Japanese

Vietnamese

Thai

Indian

Malaysian

Chinese

Caribbean

Fusion



QUESTIONS CONT….

FAVOURITE TYPES OF CUISINE AS A 
GROUP CONT…

Vegetarian

Vegan







Included in your package will be a booklet of 
recipes seen in your workshop.

You can also purchase one of my originally 
designed aprons.

Available for pre order - my cookbook.

Cost for zoom workshop - $50 per person.



Available for 
pre - order.

By Chef Lisa Mead.



Available for purchase.
Lisa Mead Design.



In House Cooking 
Workshops.

With Chef Lisa Mead.



Private or corporate event cooking classes are available. 
( Brisbane based commercial kitchen).

A minimum of 8 people per group, and a maximum of 
20.

Please see above questions for your group to answer, I 
can then tailor make a menu to suit your exact tastes.

4 Courses will be taught and  created, included will be 
a booklet of recipes, take home apron, lunch that you 
have created and a glass of wine or non alcoholic 
beverage and water.

Cost - $130 per person.


